Currently, when there is a change in family members under a Self and Family enrollment, the enrollee advises the FEHB plan directly. OPM is considering transmitting family member changes to the FEHB plans electronically, both for Self Plus One and Self and Family enrollments.

To help OPM make a determination, please answer the following questions:

- Does your self-service enrollment system currently accommodate the entry of all family members under a Self and Family enrollment?
- What programming changes are necessary to gather from the enrollee and transmit to the OPM-Macon data-hub a change in family members (the enrollment code does not change)?
- If OPM decides to implement this change, would it be better time wise and cost wise for you to implement the same time as you make changes for Self Plus One or afterwards?
- Can any necessary changes be completed prior to the 2015 Open Season? If not, when could the changes be made?
- What is the projected cost impact?